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partial matches obtained in the previous steps. For example if the mismatch occurs in the secondrightmost position of the pattern - say this is the i-th character of the text - and if the heuristicleads to shifting the pattern one position to the right, then the information that the (i + 1)-thcharacter of the text equals the rightmost character of the pattern is lost. Nevertheless, with thisalgorithm, searching is faster on average, because in many cases the shift is proportional to thelength of the pattern, and in the best case only O(n/m) comparisons are needed.Knuth, Morris and Pratt [KMP77] showed that an improved version of the algorithm was linearin the worst case (see also [GO80]). Later, Galil [Gal79] and Apostolico and Giancarlo [AG86]made further improvements, such that by having only m states, a 2n �m + 1 worst case numberof comparisons is achieved, as in the Knuth-Morris-Pratt (KMP) algorithm [KMP77]. The samenumber of comparisons is achieved by a hybrid algorithm [BY89b] between the KMP algorithmand Horspool's variant [Hor80] of the BM algorithm.In [KMP77] it is suggested to keep track of all information gathered while searching the text.At any given point some (possibly none) of the last m current characters of the text (where m isthe length of the pattern) are known and the algorithm consists of inquiring about the unknownletters only. This leads to de�ning a �nite automaton where each state carries partial informationon the text, which we call Boyer-Moore automaton (BMA). We formalize this class of machines, andwe present several improvements for both the worst and the average case behavior, using a novelconcept of transition potential. In particular, we show that looking at the rightmost character (assuggested in [KMP77]) is not always optimal, and we propose several local optimization techniques.We also present an average case analysis of these automata, and several variations with a boundednumber of states, that appear to be practical.In [Gal79] it is argued that the bene�t of remembering the characters of the text that havebeen successfully matched against the pattern is outweighted by the cost of the construction of theautomaton. Only a careful study of the complexity of the automaton could de�nitely settle thematter. This can be divided into two tasks: determining the cost per state of the transition functionand evaluating the size of the automaton, that is, the number of states as a function of the lengthof the pattern, m. Here we propose an e�cient construction algorithm, which needs O(m2jQj)time and O(mjQj) space, being jQj the number of the states of the automaton. Unfortunately thesecond question on the size of the automaton remains open. We also tackle this problem for whichno upper bound di�erent from the straightforward 2m is known. We give a polynomial upper boundunder the assumption that the number of occurrences of each letter is �xed (of course the numberof letters is arbitrary). On the other hand, we give a class of patterns which has O(m3) states fora binary alphabet. This improves a previous result by Guibas and Odlyzko of O(m3) for a ternaryalphabet, mentioned in [Gal85] as a private communication.Some of the results of this paper were presented in a preliminary form in [BYGR90] and [Cho90].2 PreliminariesIn the sequel � = fa; b; :::g is a �nite alphabet and �� is the set of all words or �nite sequencesof elements in �. The word of length 0 is the empty word and is denoted by �. We denote by �+the set of all nonempty words. A special letter #, not belonging to �, may be viewed as a \don'tknow" letter. It is convenient to envision a word w of length m = jwj � 0 as a function of the2



integer interval [1::m] into the set �. This enables us to denote by w[i] the i-th character of w.Thus, if w = aab#cb then m = 6, w[1] = w[2] = a, w[3] = w[6] = b, w[5] = c and w[4] = #. Giventhe words w, w1, w2, w3 with w = w1w2w3 we say that w1 (resp. w2, w3) is a pre�x (resp. subword,su�x) of w. A su�x is proper if it is di�erent from the word itself. An occurrence is a subwordalong with its position in the word. For example bababa has two occurrences of aba. A word has aborder if it has a nonempty proper pre�x equal to its su�x of the same length. Thus w = aaba hasa border but w = aab has not. We use wi to denote the word w concatenated i times with itself.Let w 2 �� be a pattern of length m and let t 2 �� be a text. Searching w in t consists indetermining whether or not t contains an occurrence of w, that is, whether or not t = t1wt2 holdsfor some t1 and t2. Numerous algorithms have been designed for solving this problem. Here we usean extension of Boyer-Moore's algorithm proposed in [KMP].Given a pattern w 2 �� (jwj = m), by the Boyer-Moore automaton associated with w we meanthe following deterministic �nite automaton (Q;�; �; q0):1. A state q 2 Q is a word of length m satisfying for all 0 < i � m, q[i] = w[i] or q[i] = #, whichcan be viewed as a partial information on the text. Thus, if w = abbabab, then a##ab#b,a#bab#b, abbab#b are states of increasing information. A state records among the last mcharacters of the text those that have been successfully tested against the pattern, that is,whose values are known. The letter # is a \don't know" character and must be interpretedas a lack of information on the actual value of the corresponding position. The �rst state ofthe above example conveys the information that the leftmost character is an a, the secondleftmost character is unknown and so is the third leftmost character, etc.In Knuth et al. de�nition the next character to be read is the text position corresponding tothe rightmost # in q. That is the standard BMA. We extend this de�nition by generalizingthe position of the next character to be read. Hence, we associate with each state the nextposition 0 < P (q) � m of the pattern to be compared, which implies what character of thetext must be read. P (q) must be one of the \don't know" characters in q. In this case, wehave an extended BMA.2. q0 is the initial state, that is, q0 = #m (at the beginning of the computation no informationwhat so ever is known on the text).3. � : Q � � ! Q is the transition function that associates with q 2 Q (q 6= w) and a 2 �the next state q0 = �(q; a) de�ned as follows. Consider the occurrence of # in q at positioni = P (q), that is, q = q1q[i]q2 where q[i] = #, and q1; q2 2 (� [ f#g)�. Let r be q1w[i]q2.If a = w[i] then the new information is consistent with the rest and we set q0 = r. Otherwise,there is a mismatch and the pattern must be shifted. Consider the shortest shift that isconsistent with the information obtained so far on the text. Formally, let s be the smallestinteger j satisfying the condition:(2.1) For all j < k � m, if r[k] 6= # then r[k] = w[k� j].Then q0 = �(q; a) is the word de�ned by:(2.2) For all 0 < k � m� s, q0[k] = r[k+ s] holds and for all m� s < k � m, q0[k] = # holds.3



Figure 1 shows an example. With each transitionwe associate the shortest shift s 2 [0::m], anda logical variable bool 2 (true; false) that indicates if there was a match or not (automatonoutput). We use �bool, and �s to refer to the above values associated with �(q; a). Thetransitions for the pattern aab are shown in Table 1.state reading position output, shift, and next state (�bool; �s; �)q P (q) a b xq0 = ### 3 (f; 1; 1) (f; 0; 2) (f; 3; 0)q1 = #a# 3 (f; 1; 3) (f; 0; 4) (f; 3; 0)q2 = ##b 2 (f; 0; 4) (f; 3; 0) (f; 3; 0)q3 = a a# 3 (f; 1; 3) (t; 3; 0) (f; 3; 0)q4 = #a b 1 (t; 3; 0) (f; 3; 0) (f; 3; 0)Table 1: Transitions for the pattern aab (t and f denote true and false).There are no �nal states, because we want to �nd all occurrences of the pattern in the text. Inpractice, we can suppose that there is an implicit �nal state that is reached from every state afterreading a special end of text letter. To simplify the exposition, we use the letter x /2 � to denoteany letter in the alphabet that is not present in the pattern.De�nition: The main chain or skeleton is the shortest sequence of states from the initial stateq0 to the matching transition. In other words, all states corresponding to a match of any propersu�x of the pattern. Any successful sequence has a nonempty intersection with the skeleton, andso these states are absolutely necessary if we want to �nd all occurrences of the pattern.Example: Let w = aab be the pattern. The transition function � was already shown in Table 1.Figure 2 depicts this automaton, where in each transition the associated letter(s) and shift aregiven. Additionally, a ! indicates that a match was found after reading the current letter. Eachstate shows the information recorded and a number, P (q). The skeleton is the set of states 0, 2,and 4.The use of the BMA for searching w in a text t is quite obvious. The pattern w occurs in tif and only if it reaches a position in the text such that the last unknown character is read andmatches the corresponding character of the text in the current position (that is, when �bool is true).The pseudocode of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3.For extended BMA, di�erent strategies could be adopted according to which unknown positionis queried. For example, if we de�ne P (q) as the position of the left most unknown character ofq, we obtain the classical deterministic automaton that reads the text from left to right as theKnuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm [KMP77]. However, in all cases, Q consists only of the states thatare accessible from the initial state by successive applications of the transition function. In the restof the paper, with the exception of Section 6, we use a standard BMA, that is, the value of P (q) isalways the position of the rightmost # in q.We now establish two technical properties that only apply in the standard case and that willprove useful later on to bound the number of states under some additional hypothesis. An arbitrary4



state is of the form:(1) #i0w1#i1 � � �wk�1#ik�1wkwhere k > 0; i0 � 0; is > 0; for s = 1; : : : ; k � 1; w1; w2; : : : ; wk�1 2 �+ and wk 2 ��. Thenthe maximal factors w1; w2; : : : ; wk�1 2 �+ carry an information on w that is made explicit bythe following two propositions which are veri�ed by induction on the length d of a shortest pathleading from the initial state to the current state q. In other words, if m denotes the length of thepattern w, then d is the minimal number of transitions used for reaching q from the state #m. Ifd = 0, then q = #m, else there exists a state q0 at distance d � 1 and a letter a 2 �, such that:q0 = �(q; a). The following observations are valuable for the proof of the propositions. By de�nitionof the transition function in the standard BMA, there are two possibilities for the general form (1)of q0:Case A: wk 6= �. Then q0 di�ers from q by an occurrence of the letter a in the su�x wk of w. If theoccurrence a is the �rst letter of wk (resp. is not the �rst letter of wk), by setting wk = azk withzk 2 �� (resp. wk = zkazk+1 with zk 2 �+; zk+1 2 ��) we have:Subcase A.1: q0 = #i0z1#i1 : : : zk�1#ik�1+1zk(resp. Subcase A.2: q0 = #i0z1#i1 : : :zk�1#ik�1zk#zk+1 ) with(2) z1 = w1; z2 = w2; : : : ; zk�1 = wk�1 :Case B: wk = �. In this case, q is obtained from q0 by a shift. If the occurrence a is the �rst letter ofwk�1 (resp. is not the �rst letter of wk�1), for some integer r � k�1 and some zr 2 ��; wk�1 = azr(resp. for some zr 2 �+; zr+1 2 ��; wk�1 = zrazr+1) we have:Subcase B.1: q0 = #j0z1#j1 : : :zr�2#jr�2zr�1#jr�1zr(resp. Subcase B.2: q0 = #j0z1#j1 : : : zr�1#jr�1zr#jrzr+1 )with: jr�k+1 � i0; jr�k+2 = i1; : : : ; jr�2 = ik�3 and jr�1 = ik�2 + 1 (resp.jr�1 = ik�2; jr = 1 ), and(3) zr�k+2 = xw1 for some x 2 ��; zr�k+3 = w2; : : : ; zr�1 = wk�2 :Proposition 2.3: The words w2; : : : ; wk�1 disagree in exactly one position with the su�x of w ofthe same length. That is, for all 2 � j � k � 1, there exists a unique 1 � i � mj = jwj j such thatwj [i] 6= w[m�mj + i]. If i0 > 0, then the same applies to w1 and if i0 = 0, then w1 has at mostone position where it disagrees with the su�x of w of the same length.Proof: By induction on the length d of a shortest path leading from the initial state to q. If d = 0there is nothing to prove since k = 1. Now we fall in either case treated above. Case A followsfrom (2). Case B follows from (3) and the equalities wk�1 = azr (subcase B.1) and wk�1 = zrazr+1(subcase B.2).Proposition 2.4: There exist words u1; u2; : : : ; uk�1 2 (�[ f#g)� with ju1j > ju2j > : : : > juk�1j,words w01; w02; : : : ; w0k�1 2 (�[f#g)� and a path from the initial state to the current state q visitingsuccessively k � 1 states of the form:u1w1#i1w01; u2w1#i1w2#i2w02; : : : ; uk�1w1#i1 : : :wk�1#ik�1w0k�1 :Proof: As in the previous proposition we argue by induction on the length d of a shortest pathleading from the initial state to q. Observe that if k = 1 then there is nothing to prove. Furthermore,we may assume d > 0 else we have q = #m, i.e., k = 1.5



Subcase A.1: Clearly, the k � 1 states obtained by applying the induction hypothesis to q0 also dofor q.Subcase A.2: It su�ces to consider the �rst k� 1 steps of the k-step sequence obtained from q0 bythe induction hypothesis.Case B: We may treat the subcases B.1 and B.2 at the same time. Applying the induction hypothesisto q0, there exist words v1; v2; : : : ; vr�1 2 (� [ f#g)� with jv1j > jv2j > : : : > jvr�1j , wordsz01; z02; : : : ; z0r�1 2 (� [ f#g)�, and a path from the initial state to the state q0 going successivelythrough the r� 1 intermediate statesq1 = v1z1#j1z01q2 = v2z1#j1z2#j2z02: : :qr�k = vr�kz1#j1 : : :zr�k#jr�kz0r�kqr�k+1 = vr�k+1z1#j1 : : :zr�k+1#jr�k+1z0r�k+1: : :qr�2 = vr�2z1 : : :#j1 : : : zr�2#jr�2z0r�2qr�1 = vr�1z1 : : :#j1 : : : zr�1#jr�1z0r�1We de�ne: u1 = vr�k+2z1#j1 : : :zr�k+1#jr�k+1u2 = vr�k+3z1#j1 : : :zr�k+1#jr�k+1: : :uk�2 = vr�1z1#j1 : : :zr�k+1#jr�k+1Then in view of (3) we have:qr�k+2 = u1zr�k+2#jr�k+2z0r�k+2 = u1xw1#jr�k+2z0r�k+2: : :qr�2 = uk�3zr�k+2#jr�k+1 : : : zr�2#jr�2z0r�2 = uk�3xw1#i1 : : :wk�3#ik�3z0r�2qr�1 = uk�2zr�k+2#jr�k+1 : : : zr�1#jr�1z0r�1 = uk�2xw1#i1 : : :wk�2#ik�2z0r�1Thus, the k � 1 states qr�k+1; qr�k+2; : : : ; qr�1; q satisfy the condition.Proposition 2.3 de�nes a necessary condition for a state of the automaton to be accessible.Proposition 2.4 implies that w has k � 1 occurrences of w1, k � 2 occurrences of w2, etc.3 Building the AutomatonLet w be a pattern of length m. In Section 2 we gave the conditions necessary to �nd, for everytransition, �(q; a), the next state, q0, and its associated shift s. To compute �bool(q; a) we use�bool(q; a) = ( true if q:a = wfalse otherwise6



where q:a is the string q with the letter a in position P (q).Thus, starting from q0 = #m we can easily construct the BMA in a recursive way. Let jQj bethe total number of states. For each state transition we have to compute:� whether or not it matches (O(m) time),� the amount to shift (O(m2) time, by using a naive approach), and� the next state (O(m log jQj) time, by using a balanced search tree to store the current gener-ated set of states).For every state, there are at most m + 1 di�erent transitions. Every character in the alphabetis mapped to one of those transitions. Therefore, using a simple approach, the total time isO(jQjm(m2 +m log jQj)). We improve this by presenting an O(m2jQj) building algorithm.We improve �rst the time to compute the shift by designing an algorithm that computes everynew state in time proportional to the length of the pattern at the cost of doubling the storagerequired for each state.Let q be a state, let i = P (q) be the position of its rightmost occurrence of # and let a be aletter. Now assume that with every state q 2 Q is associated the queue Shift consisting of all itsnonzero shifts sorted in increasing order. Formally, we have:(3.1) s 2 Shift if and only if 0 < s � m and for all s < k � m, q[k] 6= # implies q[k] = w[k � s].In case of a mismatch, that is, a 6= w[i], the O(m) test of condition (2.1) can be replaced by asingle test:(3.2) r[i] = w[i� s] for all possible shifts s.Altogether this requires time O(m). It needs only to be shown that updating the queue from q toq0 can be achieved in time O(m).Denote by NewShift the queue of shifts associated with q0. We make use of the standardprimitives on queues (for example, the operation DeQueue retrieves the �rst element of the queueand deletes it).Case 1. If a = w[i] then NewShift is obtained by retaining those elements in Shift that arecompatible with the occurrence of a. This algorithm is shown in Figure 4.Case 2. If a 6= w[i] then denote by min the shortest element in Shift that is compatible with theoccurrence a = w[i�min]. Then observe that if s is a shift of q0, then s + min is a shift of q (ifs < m � min), but that the converse is not necessarily true. We divide the set NewShift intothree subsets:� NewShift1 = fs 2 NewShift j 0 < s < i �ming. An integer 0 < s < i� min belongs toNewShift1 if and only if s+min belongs to Shift and a = w[i� s�min].� NewShift2 = fs 2 NewShift j i�min � s < m�ming. An integer i�min � s < m�minbelongs to NewShift2 if and only if s +min belongs to Shift.� NewShift3 = fs j m�min � s � mg. 7



Figure 5 shows an example and the algorithm is given in Figure 6.As a result we have:Theorem 3.1 Every state of the BMA associated with a pattern of length m can be computed intime O(m).Finally, we improve the time to �nd whether the new state already was generated or not, andto what number it should be mapped. For this, we simply replace the balanced search tree (statedictionary) by a trie. This trie stores every state q, having a reference to its associated enumeration.Note that the trie is binary, because every position is either a # or the corresponding character inthe pattern. It is not di�cult to show that the number of nodes in this trie is proportional to jQj(one leaf per state). The search time for a given state is in the worst case O(m) letter comparisons(instead of O(m log jQj)).The total space needed by the automaton isO(m) for each state (the transitions), hence O(mjQj)total space is needed. During the construction, a similar amount of space is needed. In Section 7we discuss how to compute the BMA \on the y", thus generating only the states needed to searcha speci�c text.According to the discussion above, we state the following result:Lemma 3.1 A BMA having jQj states can be built using O(m2jQj) worst case time and O(mjQj)space.We conjecture that this algorithm is, both, time and space optimal. Unless there is an implicitrepresentation for the automaton, in the worst case there are O(m) di�erent letters in the pattern.This implies that O(m) transitions must be computed, which implies 
(mjQj) space for the au-tomaton. In addition, for every transition, we have to generate a new state, q0, which has m letters.Thus, computing the next state implies at least O(m) time, which gives 
(m2jQj) total time.4 Bounds on the Number of StatesIn this section we present some results concerning the number of states of a BMA. Clearly, thenumber of states, jQj, of a standard BMA (extended BMA too) is bounded bym � jQj � 2m � 1 ;for any alphabet size. We need m states to recognize the pattern (the m possible proper su�xesof the pattern) and the upper bound is given by every possible subset of the pattern with theexception of the pattern itself. In the following we assume that j�j > 1, otherwise the problem istrivial.Another interesting question is the size of the BMA for �xed m, but large j�j (j�j > m). Forexample, for any m, the minimum number of states is 2m� 1, achieved by the pattern am�1b. Ifall characters are di�erent or all the characters are equal, we have jQj = m(m+1)/2 [KMP77]. Wecan generalize this result for a pattern with j di�erent letters:8



Lemma 4.1 For a pattern of length m with j di�erent lettersjQj � m+ jXi=1(m� Pos(xi)) ;where Pos(xi) is the position of the rightmost position of the i-th di�erent letter xi. This bound isexact when j = m.Proof: First we have the m proper pre�xes of the pattern. Consider now the i-th di�erent letterxi of the pattern. From state #m if we �nd xi in the text, we go to state #Pos(xi)�1xi#m�Pos(xi).If we match the next m�Pos(xi)� 1 rightmost characters of the pattern, we have that many newstates. So, in total, m� Pos(xi) new states. Adding over all di�erent letters we obtain the statedresult.Let jQjmax be the maximum number of states for a BMA. Table 2 gives the value of jQjmax forsome m and j�j. This table suggests that for a given m, jQjmax is the same for all j�j � dlog2me.This is obviously true for j�j � m because there are at most m di�erent characters in a pattern oflength m. mj�j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 132 1 3 6 12 20 30 42 57 83 106 155 196 2813 3 6 12 21 33 50 69 93 131 1864 6 12 21 33 50 69 99 1375 12 21 33 50 69 996 21 33 50Table 2: Maximum number of states for �xed m and j�j.Theorem 4.1 For a pattern of length m, and an alphabet of size j�j � 2,jQjmax = 
(m3) :Proof: We show that this bound is valid for j�j = 2. The same result applies trivially for j�j > 2(we use just two letters). Consider the pattern w = ai1bai2 with i2 > i1. The following sequence oftransitions leads to states of the form aj#+bak#+a` for a range of values of j, k, and `:� We start matching the pattern obtaining states of the form #+aj .� If j < i2 and we �nd a b, we go to state #+baj#+. Again, if we start matching the patternwe obtain states of type #+baj#+ak .� If j + k < i2 and we �nd a b, we go to state aj#+bak#+ where j is less or equal than theprevious j. 9



� If we start matching the pattern, we obtain states of the form aj#+bak#+a`, where at least1 � j � min(i1; i2 � k � 1), 1 � k � i2 � 2, and 1 � ` � i2 � k � 1. Thus, the total numberof states is 
(m3).A detailed analysis shows that the worst case occurs when i1 � i2/2, giving jQjmax = 2m3/27 +O(m2).This class of patterns is actually the worst case for m = 3 : : :8, but does not seem to be tightfor large m. The reader will certainly be convinced of how more intricate is the computation ofthe automaton of a pattern possessing exactly two occurrences of b by trying to �gure it out byhim/herself. In order to prove lower bounds, it is tempting to study how the size of automatabehaves with respect to operations on words such as concatenation. However, it is not clearhow the size of the automaton of w1w2 compares with the sizes of the automata of w1 and w2.Substitution of letters may lead to bigger or smaller automata depending on the pattern. Somerecent \computational" results seem to show that there may exist patterns with larger number ofstates, at least O(m6) or perhaps exponential (O((4/3)m)) [Bru91, Sch92].As discussed in the introduction, no polynomial upper bound on the number of states of theBMA is known so far. We are only able to prove that under a certain restriction a polynomialupper bound exists. Here we consider the parameter k equal to the maximum number of times aletter may occur in a word. When k is �xed, it can be shown that the size of the automaton as afunction of the length m is bounded by a polynomial of degree k. Our proof is based on the simplenecessary condition (Proposition 2.3) for a word in (� [ f#g)� to be a state of the automaton. Itis interesting to observe that this condition is strong enough to prove the upper bound establishedin [KMP77] in the case where all letters are distinct. Thus, our general assumption is that everyletter of � occurs at most k times in the pattern w.Lemma 4.2 Let k > 0 be a �xed integer and w 2 ��. Then w has O(k) occurrences u 2 ��satisfying the condition:(4.1) u disagrees in exactly one position with the su�x of w of length juj.Proof: Let 1 < ` < m be an integer. We show that w has at most 2k occurrences of length` satisfying the condition (4.1). Indeed, let a and b be the leftmost and rightmost letters of thesu�x of w of length `. If there were more than 2k occurrences of length `, then at least k + 1 ofthem would be starting with an a or ending with a b, thus violating the condition on the number ofoccurrences. Clearly the condition on the number of occurrences is necessary as shown by w = amb.We now prove our polynomial upper bound.Theorem 4.2 If every letter of the pattern w 2 �� occurs at most k times, then the BMA hasmk+1 states.Proof: Because of Proposition 2.4 an arbitrary state is of the form: #i0w1#i1 � � �wr�1#ir�1wrwith at most k + 1 occurrences wj di�erent from �. Since the maximum number of occurrences isO(m), the result follows. 10



Although this upper bound is exponential if k depends on m, it still allows us to compute animproved bound for jQjmax averaged over all possible patterns for a uniform random alphabet,when j�j � m.Lemma 4.3 Let fk be the number of patterns with every letter repeated at most k times and atleast one letter repeated k times. Then,fk � j�j mk!(j�j � 1)m�k :Proof: There are j�j choices for the letter repeated k times, and there are �mk � di�erent con�gura-tions for it. Every other letter must be one of the remaining j�j � 1 letters. Because for k � m/2we are counting some patterns that have a letter repeated more than k times, we obtain an upperbound. However, this number is tight for k > m/2, which is the range of interest.Theorem 4.3 The maximal number of states averaged over all possible patterns is bounded byjQjmax � mj�j�mwhere � = 1+ m�1j�j . Note that � < 2 for j�j � m.Proof: There are j�jm di�erent patterns. Then,jQjmax � 1j�jm mXk=1mk+1fk � mj�j1�m mXk=1 mk!mk(j�j � 1)m�k � mj�j1�m(m+�� 1)mfrom which the result follows.5 Average and Worst Case AnalysisTo analyze the searching time of this automaton, we de�ne a potential function that applies to eachtransition. Let K(q) (knowledge) be the number of known characters in the text that is recordedby a state q. We say that the potential of a transition is�(q; a) = �s(q; a) +K(�(q; a))�K(q) :This quantity represents how much we shift in each step plus how much information we gain orlose about the characters in the text corresponding to the current position of the pattern.Lemma 5.1 1 � �(q; a) � m for every state q 2 Q and a 2 �, where m is the length of the pattern.Proof: If the shift is zero, we know one more character, thus the potential is one. Similarly, if weshift m� j characters, 1 � j < m, and if k1 is the knowledge that we keep, k2 the knowledge thatwe lose, then �(q; a) = m� j + k1 � (k1 + k2 � 1) = m� j + 1� k2 :11



Because 0 � k2 � m� j, we have 1 � �(q; a) � m :Finally, if we shift m characters, we do not keep any knowledge, and the previous knowledge is atmost m� 1 characters. Therefore the same bounds apply.From the previous lemma, we have that the total number of transitions is bounded by� nm� � tn � n ;because the potential is bounded by 1 and m.If the alphabet is known in advance (as in most practical cases), we can implement the transitionfunction as several tables. In that case, the worst case search time is n table lookups. Otherwise,there are at most m di�erent letters in the pattern. If the alphabet is large, we can implement thetransition function as an ordered table, where we can retrieve in O(logm) time.A natural approach to the average case analysis of automata is to use a Markov chain withthe same states as the automaton. This approach is used by Baeza-Yates [BY89a, BY89b]. First,we need some basic results from Markov chains. A stochastic process is a Markov process if theprobability of one event depends only on the previous event. A Markov chain is a Markov processin discrete time with a discrete state space. In a Markov chain, each event is generally associatedwith a state. The above de�nition is equivalent to saying that the probability of a transition fromtime j to time j + 1 depends on the state at time j.Let S = fs1; � � � ; srg be the possible states in a Markov chain. Then, the transition matrix ofthe process is an r � r matrix de�ned asT = [pij = Probfi! jjig] :That is, pij is the conditional probability of a transition from state i to state j given that the processis in state i. Let ~p (j) = (p(j)1 ; � � � ; p(j)r ) be the state probability vector at time j (for example, p(j)iis the probability of being in state i at time j). Then,~p (j) = ~p (0)Tj (j = 1; 2; : : :) ;where ~p (0) is the initial vector of state probabilities.We are interested in Markov chains with no absorbing states; that is, for all states there existsat least one transition to another state. In this case, ~p (j) converges to a stationary vector for largej. If ~� is the stationary vector of the state probabilities, that islimj!1 ~p (j) = ~� ;then ~� is the solution of the linear system of equations~�(T� I) = 0 ; Xk �k = 1 ;where I is the identity matrix. 12



For example, for our pattern w = aab, and assuming that the probability of the letters a and bappearing in the text are pa and pb respectively, the matrix T (see Figure 2) isT = 2666664 1� pa � pb pa pb 0 01� pa � pb 0 0 pa pb1� pa 0 0 0 pa1� pa 0 0 pa 01 0 0 0 0 3777775 :After t transitions, the probability of being in each state is~p (t) = ~p (0)Ttwhere ~p (0) = [1; 0; : : : ; 0]. The expected potential in the t-th transition is computed with�t = Xi2Q p(t)i Xa2��(qi; a)pa = ~p (t) 
 ~� ;where 
 denotes dot product and ~� is the vector of average transition potential per state.To search the whole text, the potential should be at least n. Thus, because we have onetransition per state, the expected number of transitions tn is de�ned as the minimal t such thatt�1Xi=0 �i � n :For large n, we approximate � with the steady state solution. Thus, the weighted steady statepotential is � = ~� 
 ~� :Note that � = shift because on average �(K) = 0 (otherwise we gain or we lose information forfree).Theorem 5.1 The expected number of transitions to search a text of length n istn = n� + O�mjQj� � :Although this result is of interest when jQj = o(n), the correction term is pessimistic.Proof: We start from the recurrence equation~p (t) = ~p (t�1)T = ~p (0)Tt:The dimension of the recurrence is jQj. By de�nition, �i = ~p (i) 
 ~�, so we computet�1Xi=0 �i = ~p (0) t�1Xi=0Ti!
 ~�13



However, T is singular and the sum cannot be computed directly. Let A be a matrix with all itsrows equal to ~�. But Tn = A+ (T�A)n for n > 0 (see [KS83, p.75]). So,t�1Xi=0Ti = �tA�A+ (I� (T�A)t)Z� = �tA�A+ (I�Tt +A)Z�where Z = (I� (T �A))�1 is a matrix that always exists ans is called the fundamental matrix ofthe Markov process [KS83]. Because ~p (0) is a probability vector ~p (0)A = ~�. Also, because ~�Z = ~�and ZT = TZ [KS83, p.75] we have ~p (0)AZ = ~� and TtZ = ZTt. Then, the �rst equation isreduced to: t�1Xi=0 �i = �t~� � ~� + ~p (0)Z(I�Tt) + ~��
 ~�Because all rows of Z add to 1 [KS83, p.75], and ~p (0) is a probability vector, ~v = ~p (0)Z is a vectorwhich elements add to 1 (but not necessarily a probability vector). So, we havet�1Xi=0 �i = t~� 
 ~�+ �~v(I� Tt)�
 ~�But I and Tt are matrices with values between 0 and 1 with rows that add to 1, so because ~v isa vector that adds to 1, ~v(I � Tt) is a vector with elements of size O(1) with rows that add to 0.Because the elements of ~� are of size O(m), and the dot product is the sum of jQj terms, the righthand term is of O(mjQj). Note that this bound is pessimistic, because in the limit (t ! 1) theright hand term is of O(m). Solving Pt�1i=0 �i � n for t we obtain the claimed result.In the previous example, the steady state solution isD ~� = [(1� pa); (1� pa)pa; (1� pa)pb; p2a; (1� pa)papb] ;where D = 1 + pb + papb � 2p2apb. Hence � = (3� 2pa)D :If we consider pa = pb = 1/j�j (uniform distribution), we obtain� = j�j2(3j�j � 2)j�j3 + j�j2 + j�j � 2 = 3�O(1/j�j) :With this analysis we can also obtain the best or worst case distribution of probabilities of theunderlying alphabet for a given pattern. For example, � is obviously maximal when pa = pb = 0.If j�j = 2, the maximal shift (3/2) is given by pa = 0 and pb = 1.6 Optimizing the AutomatonIn this section we consider extended BMA. We can improve these automata on the average byoptimizing P (q) in a local manner. Global optimization for the average case is also possible,14



but very expensive. In fact, we can analyze all possible values of P (q), assigning a probability ofchoosing every one of them. Hence, the optimal P (q) for all q are given by a non-linear optimizationproblem over those probabilities, which can take the value 0 or 1. This can be solved by simplysubstituting all possible valid 0/1 combinations. However, the number of variables is in generalO(2m), and the number of combinations could be doubly exponential. For example, Figure 7 showsthe BMA for the pattern aba (j�j = 2). The optimal automaton on the average is obtained byusing 5 variables, and substituting 24 valid combinations. If pa � 1/2, the solid line transitions ofstate q2 are used. However, if pa < 1/2, it is better to use P (q2) = 1, which produces the dashedline transitions. This example shows that the standard value of P (q) is not always the best choice.It is simpler to optimize P (q) locally with respect to the worst case transition or with respectto the average case if we know the probability distribution of the letters in the text. For each case,we can optimize either the shift or the potential of each transition. The building time in all casesis the same as before, but multiplied by m.6.1 Worst Case OptimizationLet P(q) be the set of all valid values for P (q) (all the places with # in q). To optimize theworst case, we consider all transitions with positive shift. Otherwise, the worst case is realized bymatching one more character of the pattern. For each state q, we optimize the shiftP (q) = maxp2P(q)0B@ mina2��s(q;a)>0(�s(q; a))1CA ;or the potential (using � instead of �s). Table 3 shows the maximum number of states for bothcases for small values of m and j�j. Intuitively, the number of states should be larger than thestandard BMA because there are more choices for P (q), and this is true for the cases computed.shift j�j potential j�jm 2 3 4 5 6 m 2 3 4 5 61 1 1 12 3 3 2 3 33 6 6 6 3 6 6 64 11 12 12 12 4 11 12 12 125 17 20 20 20 20 5 19 21 21 21 216 27 31 31 31 31 6 31 32 32 32 327 41 47 47 47 7 48 54 54 548 59 76 76 8 71 79 799 85 111 9 104 11710 116 162 10 133 17711 162 11 196Table 3: Maximum number of states for worst case optimization.15



6.2 Average Case OptimizationFor the average case we assume that the probability of �nding the letter a in the text is pa. Wethen optimize the shift with P (q) = maxp2P(q) Xa2� �s(q; a)pa! ;or the potential (using � instead of �s). For a large alphabet this converges to the rightmost position(standard case), because the probability of �nding a character that is not in the pattern increases.Table 4 shows the maximum number of states for small m and j�j, assuming a uniform alphabetdistribution. shift j�j potential j�jm 2 3 4 5 6 m 2 3 4 5 61 1 1 12 3 3 2 3 33 6 6 6 3 6 6 64 11 12 12 12 4 11 12 12 125 17 20 21 21 21 5 19 21 21 21 216 27 33 31 31 33 6 31 35 30 33 337 41 49 48 48 7 48 56 55 508 59 75 71 8 71 75 789 85 112 9 104 12310 116 149 10 133 16511 162 11 196Table 4: Maximum number of states for average case optimization (uniform distribution).Comparing both tables, it appears that optimizing the potential results in the production ofmore states. Another interesting fact obtained during the computation of the above tables is thatthe minimum number of possible states is greater than 2m� 1, the value for the standard case.Table 5 gives the number of states and the expected shift when searching the patterns a3ba6with j�j = 2 and j�j = 3, and the pattern abracadabra with j�j = 5 and j�j = 6 in a text withuniform distribution. It seems that optimizing the shift on average is the best choice, but in general,that will depend on the pattern. Clearly, as expected, the worst case optimization does not improvethe average case. From the table we can see that the BMA can be improved up to 7% from KMP'ssuggestion in some cases, and that for second pattern there is no di�erence between optimizing theshift or the potential.7 Bounding the Number of StatesThe main objection to this class of automata is that the number of states may be too large. Onesolution is to bound the number of states. For example, we may keep the main chain plus all stateswhich obey certain properties. 16



Number of states Expected shiftPattern P (q) shift potential shift potentialStandard 89 2.8008aaabaaaaaa Worst Case 76 109 3.0163 2.9443(j�j = 2) Average Case 76 109 3.0163 2.9443Standard 104 5.0359aaabaaaaaa Worst Case 88 121 4.9485 5.0573(j�j = 3) Average Case 92 111 5.0629 5.0529Standard 74 5.6424abracadabra Worst Case 101 5.3616(j�j = 5) Average Case 82 5.4192Standard 74 6.2267abracadabra Worst Case 101 5.9222(j�j = 6) Average Case 81 6.2508Table 5: Results for the optimized BMA of two patterns and di�erent alphabet sizes.If we know the probability of being in each state, the obvious choice is to keep the states withhigher probabilities. We can know this through the average case analysis. However, we would liketo decide a priori the best states to keep. A �rst approximation is to assume that the text is randomwith a known probability distribution. Thus, the probability of being in state q is proportional toQa2q pa. For a uniform distribution (alphabet of size j�j), if we know k characters in state q, theprobability is proportional to j�j�k. Thus, the simplest heuristic is to keep the states where weknow at most k characters (plus the main chain). To normalize a given state to a valid state, wekeep the known su�x and/or the rightmost known k characters. Therefore, the number of statesis bounded by jQj � m� k + kXi=1 mi ! = O(mk) :The case k = 0 is the classical Boyer-Moore algorithm (m states). If k = 1, we obtain m � jQj �2m� 1, and when k = m� 1 we obtain the complete automaton.Table 6 gives the number of states and the expected shift when searching two di�erent patternsin a uniform random text. The average case analysis for a BMA with a bounded number of states isnot trivial (see [BYR92]). In this case, it is not possible to use a Markov model in the reduced set ofstates because we have lost information, and every comparison is not random (not always is a newletter). For this reason, the expected shift of the bounded versions was obtained by simulation,which consisted in several runs of searching large randomly generated texts (the di�erence fork = 10 is due to experimental variations).Note that for the pattern abracadabra and k = 1, the expected shift is almost 40% larger thanthe one for the Boyer-Moore algorithm, and that this is very close to the case of k = m� 1.For all the variations presented, the set of states generated is not necessarily minimal. Forexample, for the pattern a3ba6 and k = 1, eleven states are su�cient and necessary. To minimize the17



Pattern abracadabra (j�j = 6) aaabaaaaaa (j�j = 3)k Number of states Expected shift Number of States Expected Shift0 11 4.3752 10 4.96031 21 6.1158 19 4.96182 28 6.2259 27 4.980710 (m� 1) 74 6.2267 104 5.0321(exact) (6.2267) (5.0359)Table 6: Simulation results for the bounded BMA of two patterns.number of states of a bounded BMA, we can use any standard deterministic �nite automaton stateminimization algorithm in each group of states with identical P (q), by extending class equivalenceto the �bool and �s components of the transitions.The main drawback of the previous approach is that in practical cases we do not know theprobability distribution of the underlying text. One solution is to build the automaton \on they", that is, while searching the text. This is similar to the lazy evaluation proposed by Aho[Aho90] for regular expressions. The main ideas are:� Set a maximum number of possible states (for example 5m). Build the main chain of theautomaton, keeping Q in a dictionary (a trie or a hash table), and setting all unknowntransitions as unde�ned.� While searching, if a transition is unde�ned, we either create a new state if we have notreached the maximum, or we throw away information (leftmost known character) until we�nd a known state. This new transition will now replace the unde�ned one. This is triviallydone using the binary trie mentioned in Section 3.If the text is homogeneous, the most probable states will be generated, and if the maximumnumberof states is large enough, we have an automaton that is adapted to the current input with a boundednumber of states. In contrast with Aho's scheme, we do not need to use a replacement policy whenthere is no space left for a new transition, because we are just searching for a string. On the otherhand, we can also use a replacement scheme which may improve the adaptivity of the algorithm.8 Concluding RemarksWe have presented several variations of Boyer-Moore type algorithms described as an automaton.All classical algorithms for string matching are particular cases (the Knuth-Morris-Pratt [KMP77],Boyer-Moore [BM77], Boyer-Moore-Galil [Gal79], and Boyer-Moore-Horspool [Hor80] algorithms).This type of automata is asymptotically optimal on the average because it is similar to the algo-rithms presented by Yao [Yao79]. That is, O((logj�jm)/m) inspections per character in the textare needed. A BMA is also optimal in the worst case because at least n �m + 1 inspections areneeded in general [Riv77]. 18



Possible drawbacks are the processing time and additional memory for the states. Bounding apriori the number of states, with an \on the y" construction, limits both. From our experience,these machines have very good practical value and improve upon other Boyer-Moore-type algo-rithms. In practice, for reasonable pattern and alphabet sizes, bounding linearly the number ofstates yields an O(m3) preprocessing time. This is insigni�cant when searching very large piecesof text.It was said in Section 2 that the BMA was de�ned as consisting only of all states that are acces-sible from the initial state by the transition function. However, we suspect it would be interestingto investigate the transition function acting on all possible states (that is, all 2m words u of lengthm satisfying u[i] = w[i] or u[i] = #). Experimentally this automaton usually consists of very fewrecurrent states, that is, states for which there exists a nonempty word z such that �(q; z) = q.Furthermore, those form a unique strongly connected component (with some exceptions, such asthe automata associated with the words of the form abna that possess several components). As aconsequence, the number of states that are accessible from a given starting state seem to be of theorder of O(m3), independently of the state. Let us say that a state is isolated if it is the image(under the transition function) of no state. Here we establish under which condition the initialstate #m is isolated.Lemma 8.1 Let w be a pattern. Then the initial state of the BMA is isolated if and only if thefollowing two conditions are satis�ed:(1) w has a border (denote by u 6= � the minimum word of a factorization w = uw0 = w00u).(2) for all i = 1; : : : ; ` = juj the words obtained from w by modifying the (m� i + 1)-th letter ofw are a factor of w or have a nonempty su�x that is a pre�x of w.Proof: Assume w has no border. Consider the state q = #w[2]w[3] : : :w[m] and a letter b 6= w[1].The word obtained from q by substituting b for # certainly has no su�x that is a pre�x of w, else wwould have a border. Thus condition (1) is necessary. Furthermore, assume the condition does nothold, that is, for some 0 < i � ` and some b 6= w[m� i+1] the word w[m�`+1]:::w[m�`+ i]w[m�`+1]b w[m�`+2]:::w[m] is not a factor of w or has no su�x that is pre�x of w. Then the transitionde�ned by the letter b on the state q = #m�`w[m�`+1]:::w[m�`+i]w[m�`+1]#w[m�`+2]:::w[m]yields the initial state which also proves the necessity of (2). Conversely, assume the two conditionsare satis�ed. Consider an arbitrary stateq = q[1] : : :#w[k + 1] : : :w[m]and a letter b 6= w[k]. Let r be the word obtained from q by substituting b for #. If k < m� ` thenq has a su�x equal to u, and so r has a nonempty su�x that is a pre�x of w. If m� ` � k � m,then the word r also has a nonempty su�x that is a pre�x of w. In all cases the new state isdi�erent from the initial one.Further research is being done to �nd better bounds for the maximum number of states, andto extend the construction to the case of multiple patterns.19
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current letter is b mismatchbb aab bb aa a aaaastate qpattern patternr bb aaaaaa a a a ab bpatterna aa a a a ab bb b b astate q0shift = 4 Figure 1: Example for pattern abaabaa.
3### b; 0 2##b a; 0 1#ab3#a# a; 1 3aa#b; 0x; 3 [b; x]; 3a; 1 x; 3 a; 1[b!; x]; 3

[a!; b; x]; 3q0 q1q2 q3q4Figure 2: BMA for aab.22



Search( (text; n), (pattern;m) )f (�; P ) BuildAutomaton( pattern )k  0q  0while k < n�m+ 1 dof a text[k + P (q)]if �bool(q; a) then print( match at position k + 1 )k  k + �s(q; a)q  �(q; a)gg Figure 3: BMA searching algorithm.
while NotEmpty(Shift) dof s DeQueue(Shift)if s � i or a = w[i� s] thenEnQueue(s, NewShift)gFigure 4: Computation of NewShift (Case 1).23



b aa a a abb aa a a ab
b aa a a ab b aa a a abb aaaa abaabqq0NewShift1NewShift2NewShift3

b is read while a is expected
Figure 5: Example for pattern ababaaa.
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repeatmin DeQueue(Shift)until (min � i) or (a = w[i�min])if NotEmpty(Shift) thenf s DeQueue(Shift)while s < i do % NewShift1f if w[i� s] = a then EnQueue(s �min, NewShift)s DeQueue(Shift)gwhile s < m do % NewShift2f EnQueue(s �min, NewShift)s DeQueue(Shift)ggs m�minwhile s � m do % NewShift3f EnQueue(s, NewShift)s s+ 1g Figure 6: Computation of NewShift (Case 2).
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3### a; 0 2 (1)##a b; 0 1#ba3#b#
3a## a; 0 2a#aa; 0b; 1 b; 3b; 1 [a!; b]; 2[a; b!]; 2b; 2 a; 2 a; 0q0 q1q2

q3
q4q5Figure 7: Optimal BMA (average case) for aba.
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